Dear colleagues!

We are inviting you to participate in the II International Scientific Practical Conference „Quality Management in Education and Industry: Experience, Problems and Perspectives” that will be organized by Lviv Polytechnic National University 28-30 of May 2015 (Lviv, Ukraine).


The conference aims to focus on the exchange of relevant trends and research results as well as the presentation of practical experiences of enterprises representatives, students, PhD and doctoral programme students, higher educational institutions (HEI) teachers and research staff, scholars and all interested.

To take part in the Conference, it is necessary to send an application, paper, copy of the cheque for registration fee payment at the postal address of an Organization Committee by the 20 of April, 2015. An electronic version of an application, paper and cheque scan should be sent to the conference e-mail address: Qmconference@ukr.net.

The papers will be published prior to the conference commencement.

The Advertisement Exhibition will be arranged in order to represent the products and services of participant-organizations which should become a way for a new cooperation, business contacts, smart decisions and profitable proposals.

Teaching Workshop on Life Long Learning Course development by Taras Shevchenko National University within 543839-TEMPUS-1-2013-1-SE-TEMPUS-SMHES PROJECT /DEVELOPMENT OF A NETWORK FOR LIFELONG LEARNING IN ARMENIA, GEORGIA AND UKRAINE “LeAGUe” (www.tempusleague.eu) will be organized.

THEMATICAL TOPICS

- Organization and monitoring of study process and specialist training quality
- Peculiarities and problems of expert training and retraining
- Modernization of the system of HEI management and educational service quality assurance: experience and innovations
- Interaction within the system „higher education – labour market”
- Assurance of availability and continuity of lifelong learning
- Gradual system of specialist training, and the problems of integrating the national systems into world space
- International system of HEI accreditation: experience and problems
- Development, implementation and improvement of a management system (according to the requirements of the standards ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 22000, HACCP, OHSAS 18001 etc.): theory, practice and problems
- Informatization and computerization of quality management in education and industry
- Development of scientific and innovation activity in education and industry
- Modern approaches to evaluating and assuring the production, service and personnel quality
- Problems of improving the national system of technical regulation
- Standardization, conformity evaluation and accreditation in education and industry
- Safety of production (processes, services) for life, health, property, environment and economy objects
- Improvement of technical economical indices of industry, systems of technical economical information accumulating, processing and efficient utilizing, development of normative basis of source-keeping technologies
- and other directions in education and industry.

According to the submitted materials, working conference sections will be formed.

1. Only unpublished papers could be accepted.
2. Author bears personal responsibility for trustworthiness of the proposed information.
3. Authors should submit 1 - 2 MS Word pages of the abstract (in the case of an article – not less than 5 pages).
5. Use 10 point Times New Roman typeface throughout the paper. The text should be typed 1,2 spaced. The indention of a paragraph – 8 mm.
6. Layout:
   place UDC (Universal Decimal Classification) (10 point) in the first line on the right;
   use a new line for:
   Title of the paper (12 point, Centred, Bold; spaces: upper – 12 pt, lower – 6 pt);
   Sign @, an author and co-authors, year (10 point, Left, Italic; spaces: upper – 0 pt, lower – 6 pt);
   Affiliation of any author if they differ (10 point, Centred, Regular, spaces: upper – 0pt, lower – 12 pt).
7. Involve a minimum of illustrative materials in the paper. Figures should to be grouped in a single unit.
8. Place list of the used sources at the end of the paper in Italic (avoiding the word ‘bibliography’). The appropriate references should be met throughout the text of the paper.
9. If a person can not attend the Conference but the paper is sent and the registration fee is paid, he/she will receive conference proceedings including own published paper.
10. Papers being prepared without following the proposed norms or submitted later than required will not be regarded.
Registration fee for foreign participants is **50 Euro**.

**Requisites for registration fee:**
- DP NDI „Systema”
- Address: 6 Kryvonosa Str., Lviv, 79008, Ukraine
- Acc: 26007053830344 EUR
- PJSC CB PRIVATBANK
- WEST GENERAL REGIONAL DEPARTMENT
- 15 GUTSULSKA STR., LVIV, 79008, UKRAINE
- SWIFT: PBANUA2XLVI

**Purpose of Payment field** should be specified as „Participation in scientific conference of Quality Management 2015” with the name and initials of the participant (excluding VAT).

Fare and accommodation costs are not covered by the registration fee and should be paid individually. In the case of necessity to book a room in a hotel, the participant should inform the Organizing Committee till the **10-th of May, 2015.**

---

**CONFERENCE WEB-SITE:**
http://science.lp.edu.ua/qm

**ALL REQUIRED MATERIALS SHOULD BE SENT TO THE ADDRESS:**
Laboratory of Managing the Higher Educational Institution,
Lviv Polytechnic National University,
12, Bandery str., 79013, Lviv, Ukraine

**E-mail:** Qmconference@ukr.net

---

**APPLICATION**
for participation in the II International Scientific Practical Conference: „QUALITY MANAGEMENT IN EDUCATION AND INDUSTRY: EXPERIENCE, PROBLEMS AND PERSPECTIVES”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Affiliation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientific Degree and Title</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper Title</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Coordinates for contact:**
- Postal address
- Contact tel.
- E-mail

I’m going to (the necessary item should be indicated):
- make a report at a plenary meeting (within 15 min);
- make a report at a sectional meeting (within 10 min);
- represent a poster;
- participate as a listener;
- participate by correspondence.

---

The Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine
Lviv Polytechnic National University
Lvivtransgas Regional Pipeline Division
Academy of Metrology Ukraine
State Enterprise „Scientific-Research Institute for Metrology of Measurement and Control System”
Accreditation Agency of Higher Educational Institutions of Serbian Republic (Bosnia and Herzegovina)
Technical University of Varna (Bulgaria)
Maria Curie-Skłodowska University (Poland)
S.Seifullin Kazakh AgroTechnical university (Kazakhstan)

---

**II International Scientific Practical Conference**

**QUALITY MANAGEMENT IN EDUCATION AND INDUSTRY: EXPERIENCE, PROBLEMS AND PERSPECTIVES**

**Coordinators of the Conference:**
Lviv Polytechnic National University:
IKTA, INEM
The Department of Metrology, Standardization and Certification
Laboratory of Managing the Higher Educational Institution

**May 28-30, 2015**
Lviv